
Smartest Way For
Field Data Capture 

MOBIDI



MOBIDI can work offline or online for field-working teams  
Mobile Data Collection and Team Management application.  

 
It provides data to be recorded and shared in the fastest way,

such as audio, photos, videos and notes. 
The data automatically merges into the office. 

It becomes ready for query, report, sharing and integration. 



Areas of Usage
MOBIDI offers appropriate solutions to the various needs of different sectors.



Whether it's a site, a factory, or a university,
the need for security is always the same.
Patrolling teams must go and check at certain
points at certain times. With MOBIDI you can
create as many control points as you want
without the need for an additional device. You
can easily report which point you went to
(where you left off). Your security team can
take a picture of a broken lock or broken glass
beyond a simple "I have been there". You can
request documentation at any point you wish. 
 
 

TEPESERVIS documents cleanliness of
ATMs with MOBIDI. The banks are ensured
of the quality of work done on ATMs with
the reports sent through MOBIDI
Documentation can be done and
controlled from offices by ensuring that
sub-contractors use MOBIDI. With this
method, which will provide speed and
practicality, you will only go to the site for
final control. 
 
 
 

Security Documentation



The fridge breaks down, the boiler breaks
down, the service comes on. A base station
is failing, the repair crew is on the way. In all
these cases, all the needs such as
documenting the fault, writing the work
done, recording the serial numbers of the
changing parts can be met with MOBIDI. You
can easily prepare several reports and
analyzes such as the number of services you
gave last month, regional analysis,
distribution of service products and so on. 
 

Was the material delivered on time?
Was there crushing or breakage during
delivery? Was the delivery document
received? MOBIDI is the answer to
many questions such as. Take your
reports, have your delivery documents
entries in the system and enjoy the
process. 
 
 
 
 

Service Delivery



Audit requirements can be very
different for each institution. You
may be inspecting the
neighborhood market or checking
the appropriateness of a
construction permit or checking
the daily production on site. In an
energy company, for instance, you
might be looking at whether the
masts are made according to the
specifications. 
 

Opening a branch or building a
bridge? Perhaps, getting photos
from the field for a project.
Documenting the apple trees or
the well in the garden for
expropriation? MOBIDI can
provide with all types of records
on the data information that
needs to be kept on the map. 
 

Aksaray Municipality is
conducting a survey project
called "Municipality at Home".
The field surveyors are using
MOBIDI. There's a lot of
information from the collected
data. With MOBIDI you can
prepare a questionnaire within
minutes and distribute it to the
teams. 

Audit Explore Survey



It can be enabled that a limited number
of users or citizens could deliver their
wishes and complaints with MOBIDI.
Records of complaints with their time +
location data, the action that will take
and documentation of all the reports
can be done easily. 
 
 
 
 

You can monitor your
construction sites, fairgrounds
being setup or the billboards
being changed by teams.
Control of work done, proof the
job is done to the owner and
various reports can be easily
obtained. 
 
 
 
 

Follow-up of Requests
and Complaints

Project Monitoring



Application Specifications
You can evaluate the basic properties of MOBIDI in many areas.



You can use MOBIDI with or
without network access (internet).
If the site does not have a network
or is very restricted, the
information you collect is stored
on the device. When Wi-Fi or 3G
access is detected, it is
automatically sent to the office. 
 
 
 

When collecting data, it should
not be absolutely understood as
writing or entering numbers. For
MOBIDI, photos, audio or video
are also available. You can draw
attention to any point by adding
notes or drawing on the photo. 

One of the easiest and most
effective ways of collecting data
while walking is voice recording.
You can click and listen to the
voices recorded during a review
or discovery at a site or an
accident site on the map.  

Voice RecordingWork Offline Data Capture with
Photo, Video 



Unfortunately, some of the things that are
thought to have been done are actually
have not been done yet. With MOBIDI you
can completely erroneously misrepresent
your statements. The location and time of
the collected data is reliable with MOBIDI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You may need to document, exchange,
inventory or read Barcode or QR code
for different purposes in field
activities. With MOBIDI you can do
these without any additional software
or hardware. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is the work really done? Read Barcode, QR Code



Contracts that field employees
photograph, delivery minutes or any
other documents are automatically
made OCR and they are ready for
search. MOBIDI and GEODI work
together to do many different things. 
 
 
 
 
 

MOBIDI's high level reporting and
analysis capabilities can be used
in a wide range of applications,
from simple lists to complex pivot
analyzes or graphs. 

Field to Archive Online Reports



MOBIDI reduces the time spent on the field for audit or certification. 
 

You will get accurate information from the field, 
prevent the confusion created by methods such as WhatsApp and e-mail. 

 
With the right position and time information, you avoid potential problems. 

  
You will get daily and accurate reports. 
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